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The team gathered in the CDC Emergency Operations Center five minutes
after the first plane hit.1 Members from toxicology, medical, and epidemi-

ology silently watched the tragedy unfold.2 Until the second plane crashed into
theWorld Trade Center, they still thought this was a terrible accident. But after
talking with officials in NewYork City, it was clear that this was a terrorist at-
tack of some kind. Massive casualties and numbers of injured were expected.
Emergency Operations Center director and Public Health Advisor (PHA) Kent
Gray knew then that several decisions made six months prior were going to help
CDC respond quickly now. One decision was to bring the Strategic National
Stockpile (SNS) to CDC.3 The other was to get FAA clearance for CDC planes
in the event of aircraft grounding. FAA clearance was the idea of PHAs Steve
Bice and SteveAdams.4 After the Twin Towers fell, all non-military planes were
grounded in U.S. airspace, with the exception of four: Air Force One and three
CDC planes.5 By 4:00 p.m. on September 11, 2001 the CDC planes were on
their way to Ground Zero carrying emergency personnel, ventilators, and phar-
maceutical supplies.6

Ken Archer’s plane carried a team of six from the Stockpile program and
four PHAs: Ken, Ron Burger, Dave Adcock, and Steve Adams.7 Many on the
plane had never been on a response of this magnitude.8 The Public Health Ad-
visors, however, were prepared. “Having been through training for this, I was
prepared for just about everything,” said Ken, who exactly four months prior
had attended a tabletop emergency exercise in NewYork City called Operation
“RED Ex,” an abbreviation for Recognition, Evaluation, and Decision Making
Exercise.9 Ken’s colleague Ron Burger was one of the few Senior Emergency
Response Coordinators at CDC. He had more than fifteen years of experience
in emergency operations. In his words he “had been to just about everything
pretty big since 1972.”10 Ron’s trouble, though, was that he had just returned
from another response exercise and had taken his response gear out of his truck
before driving to work. Unlike the others on the plane, Ron could not get back
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home before leaving for NewYork. So he left for this assignment of unknown
duration with one shirt and one tube of toothpaste.11

There was plenty of nervous chatter on Ron and Ken’s plane, but everyone
grew quiet when they saw three F-16 fighter aircraft just outside their windows:
two on the left and one on the right side of the plane. This was no escort. The
jet fighters were checking things out to be sure the CDC planes were not part
of an encore performance from the morning.12 Ron looked at Ken “with eyes
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the size of golf balls” and asked “Do they know we’re friendly?”13 Initially, they
didn’t, because FAA clearance for the CDC planes was unique and unexpected.
After conferring with the North American Aerospace Defense Command, the
fighter jets escorted the CDC planes on a straight line course to their destina-
tion, leaving them when the CDC planes reached Washington, D.C. airspace.
The CDC pilots then commented that this was the first straight line path they
had ever flown.14

The group breathed a collective sigh of relief as they took the new course
to New York. Steve Adams, who at the time was deputy director of the SNS
program, rose to address his colleagues. He knew that there would be next to
nothing to supply their needs once they arrived because the emergency opera-
tions center in NewYork City had been taken out by the terrorists. FEMA was
ready to rent new space for operations, but would not set anything in motion
until CDC got there to approve it.15 The best thing Steve could do was advise
his colleagues on survival tactics. Ron Burger had already found snack food
and drinks on board and asked the pilots if the group could take what they could
fit in their pockets and knapsacks. Steve then told the group to open every com-
partment on the plane and grab all of the food.16 Ron chimed in with additional
advice: “Graze when you see food. Especially safe food.” Ron knew that these
snacks would likely be all they would have until the next day.17

The quiet of the deserted NewYork airfield was soon replaced with chaos
once the CDC team landed and was escorted by police into the thick of things.18

The epidemiologists went to the health department. Ken Archer went to help
set up the emergency operations center. Ron Burger, who had served as the
deputy director of the New York City Health Department in the late 70s and
early 80s, also went to the health department which was just a few blocks from
Ground Zero.19 The work ahead for Ron and his other PHA colleagues would
require the stuff for which PHAs are known: problem solving, ingenuity, ded-
ication, and expert logistics. This emergency response would be like other
colossal situations caused by flood, hurricane or disease outbreak. According
to Ron, “[P]ublic health responds the same way no matter how the cat gets out
of the bag…with all of the traditional, basic public health activities that we do
so well.”20

Steve Adams (Left) and Ken Archer near Ground Zero on September 12, 2001.
Courtesy of Ken Archer.
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